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Brake parts and how they
work together to stop a vehicle
Welcome to Bendix brakes, today we will look at how a modern disc brake system works. We will start
by looking at the braking components involved in stopping a vehicle and how they work together.
Starting with one of the
main components in the
braking system we look at
the disc rotor which the
brake pads squeeze against,
this will create friction that
decelerates the rotation of
the wheel and vehicle.

The caliper is activated by
brake fluid hydraulic pressure
produced from the vehicles
brake pedal and master
cylinder. In this assembly the
brake pads are squeezed up
against the disc rotor surface
to create friction.

Brake Calliper Assembly
A calliper is made up of
multiple parts all crucial in
effective operation of the
brake system. These parts
include the caliper and
mounting bracket, slide pins,
locking bolts, dust boots,
brake mounting clips, brake
pads and shims, the brake
piston with dust boot and
seal.
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The caliper is fed brake fluid through a banjo fitting which
drives the piston forward towards the inside brake pad when
the brake pedal is pushed. This causes the caliper to move
along the slide pins which then pulls the outside brake pad
up against the brake disc rotor.

Now that we understand the parts lets see how the braking
system works. When the brake pedal is pressed the caliper
will receive high pressure brake fluid from the master cylinder
which will push the piston into the inside brake pad and onto
the disc rotor surface. Hydraulic pressure will cause the caliper
to move along the slide pins pulling the outer brake pad
against the opposite side of the disc rotor causing friction and
decelerating the brake and the vehicle.

Looking at the braking process from another angle we can
see the brake fluid pushing the piston which in turn pushes
the inner brake pad against the inside of the disc rotor, once
this has happened the fluid will now push the caliper along
the slides and the outer brake pad will be pulled towards the
opposite side of the disc rotor.

To find your nearest Bendix stockist, visit
www.bendix.com.au/stockists

WATCH THE VIDEO NOW
BY VISITING:
www.youtube.com/BendixTV

We hope that you have learned the fundamentals of how
Bendix brake pads work within a modern braking system.
Remember to always fit Bendix brakes!

To follow us on Facebook for the latest
updates and news, visit
www.facebook.com/bendixworkshop

FOR MORE INFORMATION
Freecall the Bendix Brake Advice Centre on
1800 819 666 (8am-5pm Monday to Friday EST)
or +61 3 5327 0211 from overseas.
brakeadvicecentre@bendix.com.au
bendix.com.au or bendix.co.nz
*Bendix brake components are appropriate for the purpose intended and if installed by
qualified staff, to the vehicle manufacturer’s specifications, can be used in logbook servicing.
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